[The validity and reliability of a questionnaire for assessing the functional capacity of older persons].
Our aim was to evaluate the validity and reliability of a questionnaire to measure the functional capacity in older people. Observational cross-sectional study. Community level. Three basic health areas. 519 individuals over 64 selected by systematic random sampling taking as sampling units a list of household living at least an individual over 64 years. A new questionnaire was developed starting from the OARS-MFAQ, the CVA. This new questionnaire is shorter but it maintains the same structure. Ten interviews were recorded in a videotape and subsequently analyzed and marked by four different observers to evaluate the inter-observer agreement. To assess the criterion validity the rates of 40 individuals in the CVA were compared with the rates assigned to the same individuals by experts in each area of the questionnaire (physical health, mental health, daily activities, economic resources, and social support). The criterion validity of the version to proxies of CVA (CVA-I) was studied comparing the answers in the CVA of 31 individuals and the answers given in the CVA-I by proxies of the same 31 individuals. The internal consistency in both versions of the questionnaire was studied in 519 individuals, agreement showed values of kappa coefficient between 0.43 and 0.69. Correlation coefficients Interobserver between expert's rates showed values between 0.54 and 0.74. Correlation coefficients between CVA and CVA-I showed values between 0.60 and 0.74 except in the social support dimension (0.16). The Cronbach alpha coefficient were 0.73 for CVA and 0.62 for CVA-I. The CVA questionnaire showed an acceptable validity and reliability except in the social support dimension of the CVA-I.